


Tilt up to see battling sailships— the battle 
of trafalgar in slow motion.

Pass through the battle... ...to reveal a man sitting on a park bench.

Continue moving toward him... Landing in CU. This is Wilf netherton. He 
watches the miniature battle.

Slow pull back holding Wilf and the boats. 
For  A long beat, he is the only one in sight.

Then a young girl approaches.

Traveling over water.
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The girl stops next to Wilf’s bench. He 
turns to her.

Wilf: I assume there is a point to this? 
Beyond some misplaced nostalgia?

Young Aelita: in another thirty hours 
or so, you’ll likely be grateful for 
my foresight.

Wilf: because?

Aelita: anyone tracing my movements 
won’t realize our paths crossed 
today.

Wilf: what sort of mess have you 
gotten yourself into now, Aelita?

Young Aelita: You mean: what sort of 
mess have you gotten me into?

Angle under bench— young Aelita’s 
bare feet dangle, the battle continues 
in the bg.

French reverse.

Wilf: lev zubov?

Young Aelita: who would’ve ever 
guessed you’d become the sort of man 
who makes such dangerous friends?



Wilf: a casual debriefing— that’s all he requested. 
With minimal exposure. He was quite clear about 
that.

Young Aelita: well our arrangement has evolved.

Wilf: how?

Young Aelita: like an eye.

Wilf: meaning?

Young Aelita: the service I agreed to 
render Zubov? Started like a simple 
neuron, ever so slightly sensitive...”

Young Aelita: and now? There’s an iris, 
cornea, pupil, lens, retina....

young aelita: I once went for six 
months without shoes. Remember?

Young aelita: amazing how the soles 
of the feet can toughen up. Or go 
soft. Just like the other sort of 
soul.

Young aelita: you have no idea how much 
I yearn for it sometimes. The cold. The 
pinch of hunger.

Wilf: only because there’s no threat 
of you ever having to endure it again.

Young aelita: we’ll see.



Wilf: I’m going to call lev. Right now. She grabs his wrist.

Young Aelita: do you remember what 
happened to them? My shoes?

Wilf: you gave them to me.

young aelita: When I first found you, I made a vow. 
That I’d a save you if I could.

Wilf: and you did.

Wilf feels her judgement.

Wilf: of what?

Young aelita: did I?

She appraises him.

Reverse looking to the serpentine. Slow push in.

Young aelita: Zubov will call soon enough. All 
you’ll need to do is act surprised, which will be 
easy, if things go to plan. That’s why i asked to 
meet. To tell you to stay clear of it.



Wilf: what are you up to, aelita?

Ship sinks.
Young aelita: me. What I’m about to 
do.

the battle reflected in her eye.

Young aelita: saving the world.

Wilf: our world is long past saving. I 
thought that was always your point.

Aelita: indeed. But I didn’t say “our.”

Aelita’s expression goes blank. 

WILF: AELITA...? ARE YOU THERE...?

The child smiles at him, blinks; whatever 
consciousness was inhibiting its form has 
vanished.



Wilf curses under his breath.

angle through bridge: Wilf starts off the 
path, leaving the little girl sitting on the 
bench. Slide left.

Wilf gets up.

...darkness. And off that darkness we arrive 
in...

INT FISHER HOUSE. Slide off a cabinet to 
discover a LIVED-IN, COMFORTABLE: A WORN 
WOODEN FLOOR, A SWAY-BACKED COUCH.

A BATTERED, ROOMBA-LIKE DEVICE DRIFTS 
into shot and SLOWLY AROUND THE ROOM.

Follow roomba as it hovers half-inch 
above the floor, sucking up dust, powered by 
four small propellers.

rise to find a pair of photos on the 
mantle.



Come up to a picture of two young parents 
with a son and daughter.

Then a picture, just the mother and two 
young adults.

The Roomba leads us through an open 
doorway:

To three placemats on a table. Continue to 
follow the roomba...

As we hear a faucet running in the next room, Follow the roomba into the kitchen.

It bumps into a pair of sneakered feet. 
WE HEAR HUMMING “HAPPY BIRHTDAY” UNDER HER 
BREATH.

CAMERA BOOMS UP AS THE GIRL FINISHES 
WASHING HER HANDS.



ShE QUICKLY DRIES HER HANDS...
POURS COFFEE INTO A MUG.

AND TURNS TO US, REVEALING flynne. We 
RECOGNISE HER AS THE DAUGHTER FROM THE 
PHOTOS. WEARING JEANS AND “FOREVER FAB” T-
SHIRT.

She exits...



Int Ella’s room. 

Slow push in. Ella (50) is propped up in 
bed, a Pair of headphones on.

Flynne enters.

Ella’s eyes are open but shows no sign of 
registering Flynne entering.

Flynne sets down the coffee.



Flynne touches Ella’s hand and Startles 
her.

flynne: i brought you some coffee.

Ella removes her headphones and turns 
staring IN FLYNNE’S DIRECTION. But not quite 
at her: she’s blind.

We recognise Ella as the mother in the 
photos, but she’s been radically 
transformed by illness. 

Flynnne guides her hand towards the mug.

Flynne: left a sandwich in the fridge. 
BURTON CAN MAKE HIS OWN. HE ATE YOURS 
YESTERDAY, AND DON’T TRY AND TELL ME 
OTHERWISE.

ELLA: (SMILES) I WASN’T HUNGRY. FLYNNE: caN’T KEEP LOSING WEIGHT, 
MAMA.

PREPPING MEDICATION, SHE PICKS UP A NEAR 
EMPTY BOTTLE AND WINCES.

FLYNNE PULLS OUT THE LAST PILL FROM A 
BOTTLE, IT’S ORANGE, WITH A BLACK TEN ON IT.

FLYNNE: WHERE IS HE ANYWAY (RE 
BURTON)?



ELLA: WORKING, ISN’T HE? FLYNNE: tHAT REALLY WHAT YOU WANNA CALL 
IT?

THE ROOMBA HAS GOTTEN SNAGED ON THE 
FRINGE OF A BEDROOM RUG.

Flynne GIVES IT A FIRM KICK.

AND STEPS OUT TO: TO THE REAR EXTERIOR...

Flynne: burton...! Big hero shot of Fisher house. we see Flynne 
heading down the hill.



EXT BURTON’S TRAILER. Slide left. FLYNNE APPROACHES.

SLOW PUSH IN to BURTON (29) IN A 
RECLINER, SHIRTLESS.

FLYNNE ENTERS.

BOOM UP PAST BURTON’S HAPTICS TO HIS 
HEADSET AS HE PLAYS A GAME.

Flynne: wanna tell me why mama’s last 
tamosene is only 10MG? 

(No response; kicks his foot)

TOUCHES HIS HEADSET— visor turns translucent. 

Burton: GOT YOUR PHONE?

*add game plate overlay to goggles.

FLYNNE: YEAH.

BURTON: JUMP IN REAL QUICK. I GOTTA 
PEE.



FLYNNE: YOU BEEN SWAPPING PILLS WITH 
MAMA?

BURTON: I’M IN A SITUATION HERE.

FLYNNE: ...SO IS SHE AND IT ISN’T A MADE 
UP STUPID SIM. YOU WANT TAMOSENE? 
DON’T BE TAKING HERS. THAT’S JUST BAD, 
REAL BAD.

BURTON: JESUS, YOU REALLY THINK I’D BE 
DOING THAT?

Flynne spins burton’s chair around. Push in. 

FLYNNE: SHE’S GOT A 10MG PILL. AND I CAN’T SEE HOW 
ELSE IT CAME TO HER.  WHICH MEANS YOU’VE BEEN 
SWAPPING AND STEALING. SO I NEED CASH NOW.

BURTON: HOW MUCH? I GOT 5K IF I MAKE IT TO THE NEXT 
LEVEL.

FLYNNE: THAT’S JUST ONE PILL!

*more dialogue here

BURTON MAKES AN IMPATIENT GESTURE.

BURTON: COME ON. HOP IN, LET’S GET THIS 
DONE. IT’S THAT OR NOTHING.

FLYNNE WAVERS ONE LAST MOMENT...



Flynne takes off her watch ... SYNCHING THE PHONE WITH THE HEADSET.

*synching graphic on phone.

FLYNNE: ORIENT ME. BURTON: SQUAD OF NAZIS IN THE HOUSE. 
WE’RE IN THE BARN.

Burton starts to leave.

FLYNNE: WHO’S WE?

BURTON TOSSES HIS HEADSET.

BURTON: ME AND REECE AND SOME CALIFORNIA. Keeps saying 
‘chill.’  It’s annoying as all hell. Reece is the one in the 
funny hat.

FLYNNE: WHO HIRED YOU?

BURTON: DENTIST. FROM FLORIDA.

HE HEADS OUT THE TRAILER DOOR.

FLYNNE: BE QUICK! I’M LATE ENOUGH AS IT 
IS!



Flynne DROPS INTO THE CHAIR, puts on the 
headset...

PUSH IN TO HER as the visor turns opaque.

INT FRENCH BARN - DAY: 
flynne’s pov of bullets 
ripping through wall of 
barn.

Tilt down to sheep... 
bucking and bleating

The sound of gunfire AS WE 
TRANSITION TO...

Close on flynne’s eye in goggles. She 
sees...



Land on two WWII PARTISANS ON their 
BELLIES. They look to camera as...

Bearded man / flynne: don’t ya’ll...

Rise to reveal Flynne’s avatar. 

Bearded man / flynne: ... have the 
slightest shred of decency?

Flynne: at least let the damn sheep 
out.

Pan right to dead SS officer.

Pan left to dead sheep on the ground...



Bearded man pops up over horizon of sheep 
aims rifle.

Display on game control.

OTS bearded man as he fires at door. Blows crossbar apart.

Ext. barn Doors fly open as sheep escape.

High angle on escaping sheep.
Angle over departing sheep to partisans.

Bearded man / flynne: like your beret, Reece. Real 
classy.

Red-haired man: flynne?



Swish pan to tractor under tarp as last 
sheep depart.

Blonde man: who the fuck is flynne? 

Redhead ignores blond man. Bearded man heads for tractor. 

Red-haired man: where’s burton?

Red-haired man: ran from the house. 

Pulls off tarp to reveal a tractor with a 
cart, piled with hay bales. Graphic up

Bearded man / flynne: why were you in the house? 

Red-haired man: supposed to be a map inside.

Bearded man starts tractor motor.

bearded man/ Flynne: find it?

Bearded man POV  as he wedges down gas 
pedal.

Same POv on flynne’s game controller/
watch as she manipulates controls.

flynne: powdering his nose.
bearded man pov: he grabs tarp.

Bearded man / flynne: how’d you end up 
here?



bearded man exits.  

Red-haired man: what’re you doing?

Flynne: wanna drag that door open?

Bearded man bends down to dead Nazi.

BEARDED MAN pov of DEAD NAZI.
SEARCHING HIS PACK. 
TAKES HIS MACHINE GUN - AN INFO 
GRAPHIC OF THE RIFLE FLOATS ON SCREEN.

Red-haired man holds door as bearded man 
steers tractor to the doorway.

*big gun visible shooting at them in 
distance.

Door opens to reveal big gun parked on 
truck.

Ext. barn. Tractor roll forward as 
bullets slam into it.



LASTLY HE TAKES A FLARE - AN INFO GRAPIC 
OF THE FLARE FLOATS ON THE SCREEN.

FLYNNE: ...AND?

Angle over flare gun firing at tractor and 
bales of hay.

Hay catches fire.

Bearded man / flynne: coming?

He heads out.

Flynne in in the recliner, burton returns. He 
nudges her. 

BURTON: BACK.

FLYNNE: GIMME A SEC.

Bearded man pokes out of doorway 
with flare gun.

Close on flynne’s eye in goggles.



WE lead THE BEARDED MAN AS HE APPROACHES 
THE BURNING stables.

ext. barn: Follow bearded man. big gun 
firing but smoke provides cover.

Over bearded man— Nazi pops out. BM fires 
left...

...then right.

Then continues on into the smoke. Smoke obscures our view.

Smoke clears to reveal gunner... we have 
snuck up behind him.

Angle on bearded man raises gun.



On flynne enjoying the moment. Over bearded man as he shoots gunner.

But then is shot in the shoulder. He turns and shoots nazi Officer.

POV moving up to officer.On flynne’s controller.

Bearded man reaches for something sticking 
out of officer’s uniform.

...takes it... the map!



It’s the BlONDe HAIRED MAN. 

Blonde man: chill dude.

On flynne. Burton in the bg.

Bearded man / flynne: word of advice. 
Keep saying “chill” and you’re liable 
to end up with a bullet in you.

Bearded man holds out the map to blonde 
man.

Bearded man / flynne: wanna guess why 
you didn’t find your map?

Blonde haired man: why? 

Red haired man steps in.

Bearded man: cause it wasn’t here yet. Flynne in the trailer.

Someone steps up to bearded man... Who raises gun.



Takes off the googles. She gets up and tosses the googles.

Burton catches them. Flynne: send the money to my phone.

Burton watches her go, then pulls on the 
googles. 

And...

Ext french countryside. 

Burton’s POV: other partisans hiking away 
from the burning stables.

Tilt down to the map in the blonde haired 
man’s hand.

Bearded man / burton: what the fuck 
happened?



Red-haired man: flynne happened.



Lead flynne riding her bike. Drone view riding down the mountain.

Flynne blasts past us… And we continue past the road to see the 
mountainous vista.

Leading flynne. Close on her peddling — church in bg.

Crane down as flynne zooms past church. Slow mo water



Wider view of rapids Traveling over the water

Pursue and rise as flynne rides to town.

Tilt up to see Flynne cross the bridge to 
Clanton

Lead flynne as she crosses off bridge and…

Turns down alley Lead flynne as she sees…



A towny.. they wave to each other. Then flynne sees…

A couple junkies. Now looking to…

Flynne rides past… Forever fab.

Comes to a stylish stop. Pulls up to instant teller.



FLYNNE GLANCES BACK. FLYNNE POV OF TOMMMY.

OVER FLYNNE TO TOMMY GETTING INTO HIS 
PATROL CAR, starts to drive.

REVERSE. TOMMY PULLS UP BEHIND FLYNNE.

FLYNNE: TRUE WHAT THEY SAY? THAT HOMES 
FLAGS EVERY WITHDRAWAL? 
TOMMY: ...I SUPPOSE. SEEMS THE ONLY 
TIME FOLKS USE CASH IS FOR SOMETHING 
FUNNY.

FLYNNE: THERE A QUESTION HIDING IN 
THAT?

TOMMY JUST GIVES HER A SMILE, A SHAKE OF HIS 
HEAD. 

Tommy: how’s your mama doing, 
flynne?



Flynne: middling, I’d say. Macon and 
Edward run afoul of the law at LAST?

Tommy: not quite yet. I was just 
dropping off an order for Dee Dee.

Flynne: guess I should get moving 
then. Those two will surely mess it up 
without some adult oversight.

Tommy: billy Ann’s waiting on you. With 
some nubbins. So you’re warned.

Flynne smiles, waves... Gets on her bike.

Lead FLYNNE away from tommy. Tommy drives away... slow pull out



...AS FLYNNE ENTERS forever fab.



Int forever fab - front counter

Close on printer printing something.

Rack FOCUS to flynne and billy ann. 

“You didn’t say anything did you?”

Flynne: what was i supposed to say? Billy ann: how about... you just sort 
of stare at him...

Billy ann: (cont) this long, 
smouldering, soul piercing look.

Flynne: stop it. 

Billy ann: until finally he says, “why’re you 
staring at me?” And you go “just trying to 
imagine what it must be like. To be you, 
standing there.”

FLYNNE: (MORTIFIED) OH MY GOD. 

BILLY ANN: THEN YOU GO: “BUT I CAN’T...IT’S 
LIKE TRYING TO IMAGINE MYSELF INSIDE A 
LION.”

FLYNNE: A LION? 

BILLY ANN: DOESN’T MATTER, JUST PICK AN 
ANIMAL. AND THEN, ALL SULTRY: “YOU VALUE YOUR 
TIME?” AND HE SAYS SURE, CAUSE WHAT ELSE 
WOULD HE SAY?



MACON EMERGES, CARRY A SMALL CARDBOARD BOX. Helps himself to a 
nubbin’.

Billy ann: Howdy, Billy Ann! Mind if I have a
nubbin?

MACON: ANY IDEA WHY THEY ORDERED TWO GROMS AND ONLY ONE 
BRIDE?

REVERSE. 

FLYNNE: MAYBE CAUSE YOU MISREAD THE 
FORM?

MACON: FUCK.

MACON FLIPS OPEN THE BOX. INSIDE ARE THREE PLASTIC FIGURINES, THE 
GROOMS ARE MINI-VERSIONS OF TOMMY.

Flynne sees this. Close on tommy groom figure.



Macon grabs it. SNAPS IT IN HALF

MACON: ALL SET THEN. Drops it in the garbage as he goes into the 
back.

Reverse:

BILLY ANN: GREAT TO SEE YOU, BILLY ANN! 
THANKS FOR THE NUBBINS!

MACON GIVE HER A WAVE THROUGH THE WINDOW 
as he tosses a nubbin’ to Edward.

BILLY ANN: i have to say YOUR SKILLS AND 
PERSONALITY ARE being…

Printer beeps. Flynne exits.

Flynne bends down to the beeping printer. 

BILLY ANN: sadly wasted in this den of 
imbecility …



Billy Ann joins.

Billy Ann: Especially when you have a far 
more lucrative employment option at your 
literal fingertips.

BILLY ANN: How much does Burton get Jockeying for 
rich folks?

FLYNNE: More than he deserves.

Flynne works at cleaning the printer.

Insert: FlynnE cleaning nozzle.

BILLY ANN: And you could earn even 
more.

BILLY ANN: As long as you use his avatar, that 
is. And they don’t realize it’s a girl doing it.

FLYNNE: I’m done with that. Told you. 

BILLY ANN:  Have indeed. But not the why of it. 
Which would seem like the meat of that 
particular sandwich.

Insert: Flynne burns her finger on the 
printer nozzle.

JUMP AXIS. 

Flynne: fuck!

Flynne stands and crosses to another wall 
of printers. (Steadicam).



Flynne takes items out of other printers and puts 
them in box.

Flynne: how many hours in a week?

Billy ann: more than I’d carE to calculate 
at the moment.

FLYnne: 186. I spent 112 hrs in a SIM called 
sinner man.

Billy ann: sure hope it was a fun one.

FLYNNE: They all are. That’s how they’re 
built.

Slow push in to flynne.

Flynne: … Special powers. A sense of magic, you 
know? Of “destiny." (a scornful gesture)All the 
stuff you dream about when you’re a kid...then you 
grow up and find out none of it exists.

Flynne: And meanwhile? You and everyone 
else? Turns out they were off making lives 
for themselves.

Awkward silence. 

Beep-beep.

Pull back on steadicam

Flynne: don’t you look at me like that billy 
Ann baker. 

Billy Ann: like what?



FlynnE: like you got me all figured out...  There’s 
meals to cook. Mama needs tending. House needs 
cleaning. You know the drill.

Flynne: I still jump in to save burton... but 
I’m done pretending i can live there.

Flynne: It’s not real. Like it or not, this 
here? It’s the only world I got. 

There’s a honk outside, and they turn.

…a blue van has pulled up.

Billy ann: well, on that note... before i go 
and make the world a cleaner place? I have 
one last thing to say about this.. somebody 
had been all puppy-eyed for me... i would’ve 
surely wanted to know it.

Billy ann: I do indeed.

Billy ann kisses flynne on the cheek...

ANGLE THROUGH WINDOW— billy Ann looks 
out at…



Flynne turns as billy Ann departs.

BILLY ANN: HAVE A GOOD DAY, SWEETPEA.

PUSH IN AS FLYNNE WATCHES HER HEAD OUT...

ANGLE THROUGH WINDOW— BILLY ANN CLIMBS 
INTO THE vAN.



Low angle handheld Flynne heaves one into 
the dumpster.

Back door to Forever fab. Opens as flynne steps out with two big 
garbage bags.

Wide long lens. Flynne comes down the 
steps.

Low angle other side: she lifts the other 
bag.

Which splits and spills everywhere.

Flynne: fuck a duck. Flynne pov of broken tommy figurine.



Reverse on flynne. She shrugs.

Flynne staring at tommy.

Macon (OC): Flynne!

Flynne turns to see Macon in the doorway.

MACON (cont'd): What’s broken before you 
use it?

Macon: an egg! FLYNNE:  Little help, Macon?

But Macon is already gone.

Flynne looks down to the spilt garbage …and gets to work cleaning it up.



Close on Flynne for a quiet moment TURNS AS 
THE BACK DOOR BANGS OPEN. ENTER Edward 
and Macon.

Macon: burton said to fetch this home.

ED FOLLOWS MACON INTO THE FRONT OF THE 
STORE.

Flynne: what is it?

MACON SETS BOX ON THE COUNTER.

Edward: just the coolest fucking thing 
we’ve ever fabbed.

Flynne: how’d he pay for it? Macon: didn’t. Something called...”milagros 
coldrion” DID.
 
Edward: covered oUR overheadS for the 
month in the process, too.

Flynne beNds to get a better look, curious 
despite herself.  

Flynne: what’s it supposed to be?

Macon: some sorta remote piloting 
gizmo. half the components don’t even 
have patents yet... mercenary shit, my 
bet.



FYLNNE: BURTON’S DAY-DRINKING IN HIS 
CAMPER. YOU SURE HE’S NOT PAYING FOR 
THIS?

MACON: (STRUGGLING) MI...LA...GROS. COLD....IRON.
 
EDWARD: COLOMBIAN COMPANY.... THE KIND 
REGISTERED IN bOTOGA... BURTON WORKING FOR A 
CARTEL?

FlYNNE: fUCK OFF. YOU’RE POSITIVE HE’S 
NOT PAYING NOTHING?

MACON: NOT A DIME. YOU GOTTA SCAN FOR 
IT THOUGH.

FLYNNE: SERIOUS? MACON HOLDING UP A RETINAL SCANNER, 
ATTACHED TO AN ELECTRONIC TABLET. 

MACON: NOTHING PERSONAL. CUSTOMER 
REQUESTED CHAIN OF CUSTODY. SO....

SLOW PUSH IN TO FLYNNE. PUSH IN TO SCANNER.



FLYNNE out of  FOCUS. Leans into focal plane.

FLYNNE’S POV OF THE SCANNER. Flash!



Headlight flares the lens… Vehicle pulls out, revealing…

Ext jimmy’s (night)— flynne rides in… boom 
up.

Push in as she parks her bike and locks it.

She rises and exits frame. Follow flynne up the stairs…

To the doors… Through the doors…



Into the bar… Flynne moves through the 
crowd. (Red Bull greets her from the 
mirror)

Lead flynne searching.

Flynne’s pov. Sees Conner. SLIDE left as Flynn passes by conner.

Push in TO A booth where atticus , buddy, 
cash and jasper are sitting. THEY LOOK UP at…

Flynne … she locks eyes 
with buddy.

... Flynne turns and heads out.Atticus and Buddy nod.



Buddy leans, says something to atticus. The two men get up and follow flynne. 
Adjust to jasper and cash, watching them go.

SLIDE LEFT as atticus and buddy Follow 
flynne— atticus has a duffel bag.

RACK TO Conner— HE watches all OF this.

Downs his beer. PAYS. A beat, he half-falls, half acrobatically 
MOUNTS HIS MONWHEEL.

Conner settles in monowheel. Backs up.



Then starts forward drunkenly. Heads for the back door.

Bumps into someone. Rides out.

Conner goes down the ramp Tilt down to his wheel as it goes by.



Flynne going through her bag (oc). FLYNNE TAKES OUT EMPTY pill BOTTLE.

BUDDY AND ATTICUS STEP INTO SHOT. 
FLYNNE tosses ella’s empty pill 
bottle towards them.

Atticus indicates ‘payment’

Flynne TOSSES him the bills she withdrew 
from the atm.

Atticus catches it. Reads the label

Atticus catches it.



As atticus COUNTS THE BILLS WE SEE CONNER 
EXIT THE BAR IN THE BG.

STEADICAM— FOLLOW CONNER ACROSS THE 
STREET.

FOLLOW CONNER INTO PARKING LOT WHERE HIS 
TARANTULA IS WAITING.

Conner meets FRONT WHEELS (A LITTLE DRUNK 
AND CLUMSY).

CONNER FAILS TO LINK up and almost falls 
OFF HIS MONO WHEEL.

Atticus and buddy start to snicker.

CONNER’S MONOWHEEL LOWERS

OC LAUGHTER FROM BUDDY AND ATTICUS.

FLYNNE: (SOFTLY) SHUT THE FUCK UP.



 SECOND ATTEMPT… CONNER LINKS.

Atticus HOLDS UP THE MONEY. 

ATTICUS: think You might need some 
help with your math here, flynne.

Flynne: all i want is one. I’ll come 
back tomorrow. Buy the rest.

Atticus: you know that’s not how iT 
works.

Atticus: unless you maybe wanna figure 
out some sorta barter deal? You know 
- render us both a service?

Conner WATCHES THIS EXCHANGE…takes out a 
beer BOTTLE.

Flynne: don’t be gross, atticus. Why 
can’t i just pay for one?

KA-CHUNK.



On Conner as he opens his beer. Conner takes a long swIG.

Off screen - 
Atticus: maybe you should go try 
Pharma Jon?

Atticus: (cont) see if they might be 
more amenable?

Roar of an engine. 

Headlights beam onto Flynne and atticus.

TARANTULA PULLS INTO FG. atticus and buddy react.

Conner (OC): gentlemen.

MEET Conner AS he drives into closeup. Conner: how about you just GIVE the 
young lady what she’s asking for?



 We hear laughter. Rack focus to the bar’s entrance stairs, 
where cash has appeared.

Cash steps joins his buddies.

On flynne - concerned. Cash: I would’ve guessed a one armed 
dude would know when it’s time to mind 
his own business.

Conner: wanna know the best thing 
about being a ‘one armed dude,’ cash?

Cash: no more clapping? Conner smiles. Then, icily:

Conner: you ain’t got a lot left to 
lose.



Flynne turns to atticus, and, very quietly:

Flynne: walk away.
Atticus: worried about your boyfriend?
Flynne: I’m worried about you.

Push in to the bullpup mounted to his 
tarantula.

And tosses it at a garbage can thirty feet 
behind him.

Conner drains his drink.

Holds up the empty bottle

Others react.He hits it dead-centre.

Slow push into conner.

Conner: see, in a situation like this? 
Let’s say I decide to reach for that 
bullpup there....



Conner: (cont) what’s the worst that 
can happen to me?

SLOW PUSH IN...
The young men eye the weapon, suddenly 
silenced.

Conner: (cont) far as I can figure? The 
worst thing? Is I only manage to kill 
two of you, rather than all three.

Insert: gun in cash’s pants

Flynne steps out of the line of fire.

Conner smiles, flexes his hand. Cash gets nervous.



Cash nods to buddy and atticus. Wide on the whole group.

Buddy picks up the empty pill bottle. Hands it to atticus who digs through his 
duffel bag.

Dropping a single pill into the empty 
bottle.

Atticus throws the bottle to to flynne.

She catches it - one handed. THE GROUP SHUFFLES THROUGH SHOT.

Cash: they should finished the job, 
Conner. Killed you outright. Done us 
all a service.



Conner: trust me, cash. I’ve had the 
SAME thought, many a morning.

Atticus, buddy head back INSIDE Jimmy’s. 
CASH LOOKS BACK



He eyes them.

Diagonal move in to cash, Atticus and buddy 
as they step back into the bar.

Landing in a tight three. They react to…

Push in to Pickett, sitting at their table.

Close on buddy— gulp.



Ext Jimmy’s -parking lot

CONNER: gonna rob a bank tomorrow?

Flynne smiles to Conner. 

Flynne: Burton says he’s got 
something in the works.

Conner: knowing him as I do, that 
sounds a tad worrisome. How’s he 
holding up?

Flynne goes to her bike. 
Slow DIAGONAL move.

Flynne: you should come see for 
yourself. He might even e over to 
offer you a beer.

CONNER COMES UP TO HER 

Conner: how’s the charge on that (re 
the bike)?

Flynne: low. Burton never pedals like 
he ought to.

Conner: those words could end up on 
his gravestone one day, don’t have 
think?



Flynne laughs, and Conner revs hhis engine.

Conner: wanna some help with i?



Ext country road - MOVING FAST OVER 
BLACKTOP

Tilt up TO SEE HEADLIGHTS.

Flynne and Conner ZOOM INTO the shot. OVER CONNER TO flynne. Both grinning, giddy 
with speed.

Insert - charge meter on flynne’s bike. Flynne looking down at the meter

Then looks up to see…
Flynne’s pov of the moon behind passing 
trees.



High angle counter move as they pass by in 
the distance.

Rise over barbed fence AS FLYNNE AND 
CONNER PASS.

Lead flynne and Conner. She lets go, LEAVES shot.

Angle - LEADING FLYNNE. IN BG WE SEE 
Conner  CONTINUE ON HIS WAY.

REVERSE: Flynne rides away.

Flynne goes down y in road.



The boys look at picket, anxious.

CORBELL PICKETT (cont'd OC)
You seem nervous. Why is that?

Cigar lights up. (Very shallow focus). Rack focus to picket taking a puff.

CORBELL PICKETT
Some constructive criticism?

Slow push in to the group in the booth.

CASH
I can understand how you might be 
unhappy with us, Mr. Pickett.

CORBELL PICKETT
But...?

CASH
But...?

CORBELL PICKETT
It sounded like you were planning 
to follow that up with a “but.”

CASH
No, sir. Not at all.

JASPER
I gotta run to the john real quick.



Pickett indicates for jasper to sit. Push in to Pickett.

CORBELL PICKETT
I’m not “unhappy.” Just confused. 
If you’d decided to sell that 
young woman one pill, I might be 
inclined to trust you made a 
judgment call. I might even 
respect it. Betraying as it would 
an unexpected level of 
improvisational thinking. But... 
it’s the bullying that gives me 
pause.

CASH
Bullying?

CORBELL PICKETT
What would you call it? How that 
drunk cripple manhandled you out 
there?

The boys, silent.

Boom up.

CORBELL PICKETT (cont'd)
Drink up, son. I need you calm. So 
you can absorb this lesson.

On cash’s leg nervously jiggling.



He takes a sip…

Pickett takes another puff. Looks to jasper. Jasper clocks his look.

Over Pickett’s cigar to cash, who lifts his 
glass.

And picket slams his head… …Into the table. (Digital glass break)

Cash rises, glass in his face. Others react.



End on jasper.

CORBELL PICKETT (cont'd)
When you look weak, I look weak. 
Understand?

CORBELL PICKETT (cont'd)
Good boy. 
(rises, wiping his hand)
Take him to the restroom, Jasper. 
Clean him up.

Patrons in the bar are suddenly silent. 
Pickett rises as cash falls to his knees.



FLYNNE RIDING HER BIKE. CLOSE FOCUS ON 
THE PACKAGE STRAPPED TO THE BACK.

EXT FISHER HOUSE, FLYNNE CYCLES PAST.

PAN TO TRAILER. ANGLE INSIDE TRAILER. BURTON IN THE 
DOORWAY ON HIS phone. Gentle push in as 
FLYNNE rides into BG.

BURTON LOOKS UP FROM HIS PHONE... RISES. FLYNNE GET OFF HER BIKE. 

FLYNNE: READY TO TALK SOME TRUTH TO ME? 
ABOUT MAMA’S PILLS?

burton ignores this, OPENS THE box. 

BURTON: GO ON. I can feel you want to.
 
Flynne: what?

Burton: ask what this is. 

Low angle, burton takes out a...



close up on - 

...Headset, shows it to flynne.

Rack to flynne.

Flynne: how old you think i was? When 
that stopped working? Handing me a 
toy to distract me?

Burton: might be surprised. Cause 
when it is working? You wouldn’t 
necessarily notice.

BURTON: (CONT) THAT’S SORTA THE WHOLE 
POINT.

FLYNNE: WELL IT AIN’T WORKING TONIGHT. ANGLE FROM TRAILER— BURTON DISAPPEARS 
INSIDE LEAVING FLYNNE HANGING.

WIDE ON FLYNNE.  RELUCTANTLY PuTS UP THE 
KICKSTAND AND HEADS INTO THE TRAILER.

OVER BURTON TO FLYNNE STEPPING INSIDE.

FLYNNE: LOOKS WEIRD.



BURTON: HOW SO? FLYNNE: I DUNNO, TOP HEAVY. AND WHAT’RE 
ALL THOSE LITTLE SILVER GIZMOS FOR?

BURTON: CUTTING EDGE VR. FOLKS WANT 
ME TO TEST IT. FOR A SHITLOAD OF MONEY, 
TOO. PUT US IN THE CLEAR FOR MONTHS.

FLYNNE: WHY YOU?

BURTON: TURNS OUT I’M ONE OF THE FEW TO REACH THE 
HUNDREDTH LEVEL IN HALCYON.

FLYNNE: YOU NEVER MADE IT PAST 83.

BURTON: TRUE ENOUGH. BUT SOMEONE ELSE HAS BEEN 
USING MY AVATAR.

BURTON STEPS INTO 50 / 50. SLOW PUSH IN.

BURTON: THIS HERE? IS THE ONLY WAY 
WE’LL PAY FOR MAMA’S TAMOSENE. I CAN 
TRY.

Burton: (CONT) but we both know I’ll 
likely fuck it up.

Flynne is silent: she knows. Burton answers 
anyway.

Burton: come tomorrow? Mama’ll be 
lying up there, in a whole lotta pain. 
Beat
... you know I’m proud of you, right?



Flynne: you’re so full of shit, burton. Burton laughs, nods. 

Burton: i know, but it’s true. I am 
proud.

REVERSE: FLynne takes the headset and 
walks out of shot. 

FLYNNE: THEY PAY BY LEVEL?

BURTON: TIME ON THE CLOCK, STRAIGHT UP. 
LONGER YOU’RE IN, MORE YOU CAN EARN.

BURTON steps into a CU, leans AGAINST THE WALL.

REVERSE ON FLYNNE.

FLYNNE: WHAT DO THEY WANT? A KILLER?

PUSH in AS FLYNNE SITS DOWN. 

FlYNNE: I GET ANOTHER BIG-ASS BEARD 
HERE?

BURTON: fAR AS I CAN TELL? YOU’RE 
GONNA BE A VERSION OF ME.

FLYNNE: SO I SHOULD ACT A LITTLE 
DIMWITTED?



BuRTON SMILES TOO. LEANS IN BURTON ADJUSTS THE HEADSET ON FLYNNE. 

FLYNNE: WHAT DO I DO?

BURTON: LIE DOWN. SHUT YOUR EYES. 
COUNT BACK FROM TEN. 

BURTON ADJUSTS THE HEAD SET THEN STEPS 
BACK.

FLYNNE LIES DOWN WITH THE ‘CROWN’.

BURTON: (VO) THE REST SHOULd BE SELF 
EXPLANATORY.

HIGH ANGLE ON FLYNNE. 
SLOW PUSH IN AS SHE COUNTS DOWN.

SLOW PUSH IN TO BURTON.

PUSH IN FLYNNE COUNTING DOWN ...3,2,1... —BEAT—

NOTHING HAPPENING. (ADD LINE?)



SHE OPENS HER EYES... POV RIDING A MOTORCYCLE IN A TUNNEL.

NOW IT’S BURTON’S EYES.

*studio

SNAP ZOOM TO REVEAL HE’S ON A 
MOTORCYCLE. ... HE LOSES CONTROL

*studio

INSIDE THE TUNNEL... FOLLOW BIKE AS IT 
SWERVES.

LEAD BIKE. PERI BURTON STABILISES.

CLOSER: HE FINDS CONTROL.

*studio

Leaving tunnel to street.  

Woman’s voice: it would appear you’ve 
ridden before...



Peripheral: only on sims.

*studio

Follow peri burton out of tunnel...

And out onto the street.



Travelling over water.

... then tilt up and continue to move 
towards Westminster bridge— Glowing 
installation floating above.

Woman’s voice: and were your sims like 
this, soldier boy?

Boom down as he shoots down the bridge.

Peri burton: Marines don’t take kindly 
to being called soldiers, ma’am.

Continue to rise to see peri burton zip by.

Woman’s voice: and were your sims 
like this, soldier boy?

*studio (greenscreen)



Burton drives down regent street as we 
boom out.

Tilt down and push in as burton Zooms 
past arch with lights. 

*regent st

Chase burton past art institute and around 
the corner onto Bond St

*bond st

Angle behind peri burton.

Woman’s voice: Duly noted. But you didn’t 
answer me. Is this like your other Sims?

*regent st

Peri burton raises hand catching wind.

Peripheral: No. No fucking way. I can feel things.

*studio

Rack to hand

Peri Burton: ...Everything.

WOMAN’S VOICE
Pain, too. So you’re warned.

*studio

Peri burton enjoying the thrill of the ride.

*studio



Camera rigged to bike. Seeing light trail. 
And buildings reflected in the road.

*Bank

Lead peri burton. He guns the engine once 
more.

*bank

Chase peri burton. he continues to speed 
along the road.

*Bank

Burton notices Flynne smiling.Cut to flynne in the trailer, smiling.

Counter burton as he blasts past a 
bustling cafe...

*bank

Then pan/slide as he goes through bustling street

*bank



Tilt down to the street as he approaches.

*Trafalgar Square

Peri burton POv of street.

*bank

He looks up

*studio

Close on flynne eyes in REm.

Peripheral: who are you?

Woman’s voice: the voice in your head. I tell you 
what to do and you do it.  that’s how you earn your 
keep.

*studio

His pov of buildings.

*trafalgar square



Angle leading peripheral.

“bear right.”

*trafalgar

Boom up over Trafalgar Square lion. 
Peripheral starts around the rotary.

Bird’s eye view of Trafalgar Square. 
Peripheral drives around the rotary...

His pov approaching Victoria monument.

Follow him through mall.

He leads us to Trafalgar Square.

Lead him through mall.

Rotate with him as he circles monument.



 Then turns corner going around the side of 
the palace. Boom up.

... and drives up to Buckingham palace. BOOM 
DOWN.

Motorcycle stops close to camera.

Boom up to Burton. Takes off helmet... he looks around in 
amazement.

Exterior Buckingham Palace (syon house). Burton 
approaches.



Woman’s voice: you’re on foot from here.

PUSH in Burton turns to face the entrance feeling 
the sensation of standing in this body.

Boom down to see EXTERIOR BP in all its 
glory. BURTON GETS OFF HIS BIKE.

Grabs his crotch... boom up TO HIS FACE.

Peri Burton: Lordy...

Woman’s voice: leave the
bike. and your jaCKET. 

He takes off jacket



BURTON STEPS FORWARD.

Woman’s voice: someone’s waiting.

BURTON CLIMBS THE STEPS. FOLLOW AND…

Peripheral: I need a weapon?

Woman’s voice: just the rapier of your wit,  should 
you possess such a thing. Let’s 
look lively now

LOW TO DOORWAY.

…BOOM UP as he comes to the doors.

Woman’s voice: say ‘I’ve arrived’.

Peripheral: I’ve arrived.

 DOORS start to OPEN. Follow burton as he 
starts forward.

Pull back as BURTON STEPS INSIDE.



Tilt down and push in as burton enters.
Burton looks down… reacts to…

Koid 1A crosses to him

Koid #1A: ...you don’t appear to be in 
my database.

Long tense beat …and then...

Peripheral: easy ice.

Koid #1A: and do you prefer Easy? 

Koid #1b: Or mr ice?

As does koid #1B

Koid #1B: Your name is?

Burton looking up.

Koid #1A: excuse me, sir.



Koids grant entry.

On the Koids watching.

Another room. Burton looking…

Koid #1: registered, mr. Ice.

*we see the koid smile.

Casts one last look back… then departs.

peri b: mr. ice has a nice ring.

Burton heads to up the stairs.



Track peri Burton as he steps into shot— 
relishing this experience.

He touches the wall relief.

...then starts to sprint.

Turning into a cartwheel... (track with him)

Reverse: push in on a sumptuous empty 
room.

Burton enters

Low angle pulling back.Burton steps deeper into the room.



PB performs gymnastics.

*use Paul’s video reference for this.

Cut away to flynne, enjoying the thrill and 
power of this body.

Peripheral lands, laughs.

PERI BURTON: where is everyone?

AELITA VOICE: in the garden, dear.

PULL OUT and boom up over fountain to see 
beautiful garden party (the source of the 
music).

ANGLE ON REFLECTIONS IN FOUNTAIN



Peri burton POV: moving through the many 
guests.

Woman’s voice: a company party.

Aelita voice: there’s the wit I was 
hoping for.

Peri burton Pov:  FLOATING EXHIBIT— 
GENETIC PRINTING...

Peripheral: somebody made a sim 
about a party at Buckingham palace? 
*(changed the word ‘in’).

Peripheral: what is this?

Lead him through the party.

slide left then Tilt up from the guests 
to floating koid exhibit.

...BECOMES A BUTTERFLY.



Woman’s voice: This is their annual self-
congratulatory pat on the shoulder--to mark the 
anniversary of their founding.

Peri burton POV: woman guest eyes him.

WOMAN’S VOICE
Research Institute. Or: Rebirth and 
Innovation. Or:Radically Immoral.

Tighter tracking peri burton.

BURTON PERIPHERAL
Which stands for?

WIDE TRACKING peri burton.

Peripheral: what’s the company?

WOMAN’S VOICE
A little venture called The RI.

TRACK LEFT (ANGLED AWAY FROM THE CONSERVATORY)

woman’s voice: A high point of the social 
calendar, I assure you. Not to be missed

Tilt up to floating exhibit of air scrubber.

Woman’s voice: inside now.

Follow peri burton towards the 
conservatory.

Darkness...



Peri burton’s POV of the party.

Slide off plant to reveal peri burton 
entering conservatory.

... into cU. Lead him.

Pan left to guests, who stare back.

Closer: he steps up...

Peri burton POV: 

KOID #4
Enjoying yourself, Mr. Ice?

Peri burton takes 
champagne. 

Koid #3: nice to see 
you again, mr. Ice.

Peri burton resumes walking past koids.

Koid #2: good evening, mr. ice.



Leading peri burton: taking a drink. 
Enjoying it.

Peri burton’s pov entering the main room.

Woman’s voice: shall we play a little 
game?

Peri burton leads us through the crowd. Peri burton scans the room, his eyes falling 
on...

His POV of Cherise.

Woman’s voice: no, let’s try to keep 
you in one piece tonight. Cold. Very 
cold.

Peripheral’s eyes continue to rove.

Woman’s voice: that’s 
better: ...warmer still...

Leading peri burton

Woman’s voice: ... who’s the prettiest 
of them all?



Peri burton’s gaze shifts to.. a stunning woman, Mariel Raphael, seated.

Woman’s voice: your crown of 
laurels. Approach her, please.

Close focus on mariel’s champagne flute.

Woman’s voice: (frustrated) don’t tell 
me you’re shy. Make this happen.  Now. 
Or you won’t get paid.

Mariel shifts her gaze... ... locks eyes with 
peri burton.

On peri burton gathering himself.

Rack focus to Peri burton. 

Woman’s voice: I need you to convince 
this young woman to take you home.



Mariel leans in to be heard above the music.

Mariel: It’s flattering at first, you 
know. But if you stare too long, it 
starts to feel a tad dodgy...

Over mariel. Peri burton approaches.

Peripheral: I’m sorry.

Peripheral: I was just trying to 
imagine what it must be like.

Peripheral: to be you.

Mariel: and?

Peripheral: I couldn’t. You’re too beautiful... It’s 
like trying to imagine myself 
inside a...swan.

Mariel laughs. 

Mariel: has that line ever worked?

Peripheral: I’ve never spoken those words.

Mariel: ... I almost believe you. Come. Sit. 
Be a king to my queen.

Start 180 move.
Mariel watches as the peripheral sits on the 
neighbouring throne.

Mariel: what?



Mariel waves a hand, and the two are 
abruptly enclosed In a sphere of silence.

Finish 180 looking to the crowded room, 
now SILENT.

Mariel: I’m Mariel. And you are...?

Slow push in.

Mariel: as much as anyone. Why?

Peripheral: I could... spend the next hour 
complimenting you... if the signs seemed 
Right, I could ask you to take me home.

Mariel: or...?

Peripheral: I could ask you now.

Peripheral: do you value your time, 
Mariel?

Mariel holds the peripheral’s gaze... 
finishes her wine.



She flicks her hand and the music rushes 
back.

Mariel rises and leads the peripheral from 
the room.



A rolls Royce phantom pulls up to the gate 
in FG.

a driver, koid steps out, goes around to the 
passenger side.

Mariel ducks into the back seat.

Peripheral follows her in. A woman’s voice (to peripheral): this 
creature is programmed to kill you.

The big doors of Buckingham palace Swing 
open, and Mariel appears leading Peripheral 
Burton. Pull out.



Angle on the gherkin. Tilt down to… … see rolls approaching. (kinetic floating 
light sculpture in FG)

And pan as it drives past.

Close on the spirit of ecstasy. Lights fly by. Push in on the koid driving. Peri burton and 
Mariel visible in the back.

Rolls drives past buildings.

On Peripheral burton taking in the sites. Mariel’s hand reaches In to view.



She draws him close. Closer

Burton’s POV: Mariel leaning in Over Mariel to burton as they…

…Kiss… On flynne in the trailer reacting.

WOMAN’S VOICE
In your jacket, you’ll find a glass 
ampule. You’re going to snap this 
open, hold it under Mariel’s pretty 
nose.

Cont: as you do this pay attention to 
your surroundings.

Burton looks to driver.



Burton’s pov of the driver

Reaches in wHILST KISSING. …TAKES OUT glass ampoule.

Snap! Holds it under mariel’s nose.

Mariel tries to pull away, the peripheral 
won’t let her. Mariel goes limp.

Burton turns to see…

Burton looks down to his pocket



Koid reaching for him Grabs

And pulls him into the fronts seat. Track 
with him (stitch two shots to achieve this).

Burton lands. And is 
punched in the face.

And punched again.

Koid puts a boot to burton. Burton under koid boot.



Koid takes knife from sun visor. Angle through windshield. Koid thrusts knife 
towards burton.

Burton stops it with his foot. Burton reaches…

For the steering wheel. Wrenches steering wheel.

Car swerves Koid is thrown backwards.



Then gets burton’s boot to its face … 
knocking off its hat.

Angle through passenger side window as 
burton kicks at the koid.

Car barrels towards us. Barrels past us.

Unconscious Mariel pressed against the 
window.

Fight fight fight

Fight fight fight Fight fight fight



Pan/track with rolls.

Burton POV— knife coming at him Burton ducks and knife goes into seat (prop 
seat).

Burton grabs knife hand Pushes knife hand into steering wheel.

High angle— burton reaches a leg over… And slams the breaks!



Rolls skids to… …a stop!

Koid slams into knife. Burton cautiously pushes koid upright.

It’s dead. Burton drops back into his seat relieved.

Wide on rolls idling in the street.Rack focus to unconscious Mariel in the 
back.



Time cut: On spirit traveling through the 
night.

Angle over ‘dead’ KOID.

Rack to burton driving. Over burton to the street (bank).

Drives through bank. Another up and pass through bank...



...He looks back. ... to Mariel now lying on the back seat, 
unconscious.

Low angle: the rolls Royce drives by. Aerial angle: tracking the rolls Royce.

Peripheral driving, a woman’s voice starts 
again.

slow push in as rolls drives by.

‘On your left, pull in’.

Boom down as the Rolls Royce turns into 
an alley.

Rolls Royce stops close to camera.



REVERSE ANGLE:  short driveway leads to a 
dead end. SLOW BOOM UP.

Woman’s voice: come on soldier boy. 
Show us what you’ve learned.

Peripheral: I’ve arrived. Peripheral’s POV of the wall As it 
disassembles.

... to reveal a garage. Reverse on rolls Royce: wall opens more.

A figure steps into the foreground. Peripheral: who is this?



Reveal AelitA.

Woman’s voice: your master, little 
puppet.

Reverse: rolls Royce drives into the garage.

... the wall seals shut. AelitA’s reflection in the car window. 

AeltiA: the one who pulls your 
strings.

Peripheral lowers the window. 

‘What?’

AelitA: you’re my first polt. It’s an odd 
feeling.

Peripheral: what’s a polt? Camera pushes in slowly as AelitA tries to 
explain to peripheral.

(DIALOGUE)



AelitA smiles... Peripheral turns. Now what?

AelitA opens the back door. ‘

Something rather Eye-opening’.

AelitA stands in front of Mariel.

‘Let’s resume tomorrow shall we?’.



Slow motion in to peri Burton he nods. 

We hear a Tap-tapping.

POV of Burton tapping on a tablet.

Flynnes eyes open - disoriented. Burton: gonna say something? Or just 
lie there?

Beat.

Flynne shuts her eyes. Opens them again.

Smiling.

Flynne: holy shit. It’s like being 
there. Like I was actually in your body.

Burton: felt like and upgrade I bet.
Flynne: felt fucking weird is what it felt. I had a 
penis.

Burton: Like I said: an upgrade. What’s the Sim 
about?

Flynne: a kidnapping...



Burton: ... you must’ve done something right. They 
want you again tomorrow.... I don’t wanna be an 
asshole about this. But we’re talking a lot of cash 
here.

Flynne: I hear you.

Burton: and? Flynne: you don’t need to argue.

SHE TAKES OFF HEADSET.

Burton: IT’S that good? Flynne: you had any idea, you’d wanna 
take over yourself?

Flynne starts to stand, but immediately 
staggers, woozy.

Burton jumps forward... guide her to the 
recliner.

Burton: whoa, little horsey.



Over headset to flynne.

Flynne: that safe?

Burton: Bit late to ask, dontcha think?

Flynne: know how it works?
Burton: some sort of neutral 
IMMERSION ...like my haptics.

Flynne:  well, those turned out good?

Burton pours a glass of water, brings it 
to flynne.

Burton: wait here till it passes. I’ll 
ride over to Jimmy’s, to get the rest 
of mama’s TAMOSENE.

Flynne tilts back in the recliner.

Than CALLS out:

Flynne: pedal...!

Flynne’s pov through the window. BURTON 
PEDALS AWAY.



PUSH IN to close up. Flynne SHUTS HER EYES A LONG BEAT. WE HEAR 
the sound of rushing water.

DISSOVLE TO: Travelling over water. DISSOLVE TO: SLOW MOTION shots of water.

DISSOLVE TO PERI B AND MARIEL KISSING. 

*WATER CAUSTICS PROJECTED ON THEM.

KOID’S voice: Enjoying yourself mr. 
Ice.



Int burton’s trailer

Burton’s eyes open.

jump cut to flynne. She jolts up.

Flynne gets up unsteady and exit. int fisher house - flynne’s bedroom

Close focus on photos, flynne steps into 
the room.

Reverse on Flynne taking off her hoodie. Starts to take of her pants.... stops.

She feels something in her pocket.... takes it 
out.

It’s the broken plastic groom.



Flynne moves to her desk, opens a drawer... Takes out some glue.

Glues the two pieces together. Tommy figurine is fixed.

Flynne stares at it. reverse on Flynne. Slow push in.

She hears a noise. ... steps to the window, peers out.



Reverse on flynne framed by window. Flynne’s pov - burton returns on the  
electric bike.

She exits. The curtain closes.

Ext burton’s trailer - moments later.

Slide off trailer to see flynne approaches 
with two beers.

She’s just lifting her hand to knock on the 
trailer’s door...

hears a groan...

... when she stops.

Staring through the little window.



flynne’s Pov: Burton is on the edge of his 
cot...

... in obvious pain, His head in his hands.

We see the haptics shivering.

Flynne watches with a sad expression: 
concerned, but not wanting to intrude. She 
exits.

She quietly sets a beer on the trailer’s top 
step.

Then turns, starts for the house. ... and swings back, sets another beer down 
too.

The sound of groaning pipes takes us to...

int fisher house - Ella’s bathroom

slow mo - Flynne turning on a tap .

slow mo - Push in to top - water comes 
out.



slow mo - Water filling the tub. Beat on Flynne. Gentle push in

The sound draws her  attention to...
Ella in her wheelchair, flynne is washing her hair 
over the bathtub. 

FLYNNE: HOW’S THE PAIN BEEN? 
ELLA: OH, YOU KNOW.   
FLYNNE: I DON’T, THAT’S WHY I’M ASKING.

ELLA: buRTON’S BEEN GIVING ME HIS 
EXTRA PILLS. THAT’S HELPED ME SOME.

FLYNNE PAUSES IN HER SHAMPOOING, STARTLED. 

FLYNNE: WHAT DO YOU MEAN?

ELLA: HE SAYS HE DOESN’T NEED THEM SO 
MUCH ANYMORE. THEY HELP TIDE ME 
THROUGH THE ROUGH PATCHES.

FLYNNE SHUTS HER EYES AT THIS, STRICKEN: 
FUCK. ELLA SENSES THE SHIFT.



ELLA: (CONT) SOMETHING WRONG, HON? FLYNNE RESUMES SHAMPOOING. 

FLYNNE: JUST THE SORRY STATE OF YOUR HAIR. I’M GONNA 
ASK BILLY ANN OVER. 

ELLA: IS HER JASPER STILL MIXEd UP WITH CORBELL 
PICKETT?

FLYNNE PAUSES. 

FLYNNE: YOU Didn’t ASK HER THAT, DO YOU?

ELLA: IF I WERE HER BEST FRIEND, i 
might.

Flynne: it’s not something she seems 
inclined to discuss, mama.

Ella: sometimes, flynne? If you tell 
someone you love that you’re ready to 
listen. You might be surprised what you 
end up hearing.

Flynne is silent, pondering this, looks up 
as...

Burton appears In the doorway. 

He points at his wrist, silently mouths to 
flynne: “ time.”



Flynne holds up a finger... Ella: you really think i can’t sense you 
there, burton?

Burton: (smiles) hey, mama. How you 
feeling?

Ella: you’re chewing tobacco again.

Burton stops chewing, tongues the wad into 
his cheek. 

Burton: no, ma’am.

Ella: your brother wouldn’t be lying to me, 
flynne, would he? 

Flynne: I don’t believe he’d be capable of 
any such vileness.

Ella laughs softly, shakes her head. 

Ella: go on now. Help him dig himself 
out of whatever hole he’s fallen into.

Flynne bends, kisses Ella’s scalp.



INT TRAILER - DAY FLYNNE DROPS INTO A RECLINER. 

FLYNNE: hoW’RE THOSE HAPTICS TREATING 
YOU?

Burton: been worse.

Burton fiddles with headset.

Flynne: saw you last night. Through the 
window.

Burton: (nodding: he knows) appreciate 
the beers. Coulda been colder, 
though.

Flynne: beggars and choosers, 
burton. (A beat; then, hesitantly) you 
ever wanna talk? I’m all ears.

Burton: about what? Flynne: THe pain. (Then, faltering) I’m 
sorry i said that evil stuff. About you 
taking Mama’s pills. I mean... i know 
you’d never do that.



BURTON: WHAT’S GOING ON? 

FLYNNE: WHAT DO YOU MEAN?
 
BURTON: YOU’RE ACTING LIKE A CHILD.

FLYNNE: FORGET IT. GIMME THAT. 

SHE GRABS THE HEADSET,.

Flynne plunks back into chair. 

Burton: i promise not to tell anyone. But 
you almost look happy there...

Flynne: fuck off.

burton enters, adjusts headset. SLOW PUSH IN.

Burton: just don’t let the folks at milagros 
coldrion catch you smiling like that...

Flynne: they got a good thing going here, burton. 
It’s gonna be huge.

Burton: well, enjoy it while you can. Flynne: i intend to, i surely do.

Slow push in...

Flynne shuts her eyes. Counts down from 
10.

Extreme Cu on her shut eye. ...beat— Nothing 
happens



She opens her eye... iodine-soaked sponge 
wipes her lid.

Reveal Peri burton’s head is in restraintsPeri burton pOv of nurse with sponge (int. 
Aelita’s loft)

Boom up TO REVeal peri Burton on a metal table 
IN METAL ROOM.

AELITA VOICE: I assume you’re wondering 
why you can’t move?

Peri burton struggles - he can’t move. Iodine 
swab pulls out of shot.

AelitA’s voice: well... it’s because I’ve 
immobilised you... Which leads to another 
question, I know. why?

Peri burton pov of silhouetted figure.

Aelita: do you know what enucleation 
means?

AELITA steps INTO THE LIGHT.

Aelita: I imagine you’ve begun to shout in 
your head, haven't you? “End game! 
Disconnect!” Alas, you don’t have 
that power here. I initiated the 
connection. And only I can end it.



PERI BURTON LOOKS TO... NURSE sets down BIO-CASE.

He rotates handle — the sound of escaping 
air...

REMOVES- AN EYEBALL FLOATING IN SALINE 
SOLUTION. 

AELITA: THAT’S MARIEL’S BEAUTIFUL BLUE ORB.

AELITA: (CONT) SHORTLY TO BE YOURS. PANIC ON PERI BURTON’S FACE.

AELITA: All this might seem a tad 
sadistic, I suppose——not putting you 
under. But I assure you it’s for a 
noble cause.

OVER TRAY OF SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS TO 
BURTON

AELITA: IT’S LIKELY I’LL NEED YOU TO 
ENDURE TERRIBLE PAIN IN THE COMING 
HOURS.



SurgeoN SELECTS RETRACTOR.

OVER BURTON TO surgeon.

AELITA: SO YOU SHOULD THINK OF THIS AS 
A SORT OF TEST.

A RETRACTOR is set ON peri burton’s LEFT 
EYE LID.

INT TRAILER
REAL BURTON DOING DISHES UNAWARE OF FLYNNE’S PAIN, 
humming along to music.

RACK TO FLYNNE IN THE RECLINER.

PERI BURTON’S EYE IS FORCED OPEN.

AELTIA: YOU’RE NOT ACTUALLY IN THIS 
BODY, ARE YOU?

Rack focus to her left eye.

hear heartbeat as we Dissolve to:

ECu peri burton’s eye. Looking at...



...Peri burton’s left eye as surgeon brings 
scalpel close.

Aelita: hear your heart? That frightened horses, 
trapped in its burning barn?

CUT BACK ON FLYNNE - FORCING HERSELF TO CALM DOWN. 
HER PULSE BEGINS TO SLOW.

AELITA: I need you to discipline your mind. 
To convince it that this is all imaginary.

PERI BURTON’S POV OF SURGEON leaning in 
with forceps...

AElita: your heart...

Lose focus as his eye is pulled out.

High angle: the surgeon uses forceps to...

Aelita: show me you can reign it in.

Remove his left eye.

The heartbeat slows.

Rack focus just before the scalpel makes 
contact.

Low angle wide lens. Move around table as the 
surgeon does her work.

aelita: The software detects your terror and pain. 
And it simulates a racing pulse for verisimilitude. 
But none of this is real, is it?



PERI BURTON’S EYE BALL PLACED ON A TRAY. AELITA: (IMPRESSED) WELL DONE. VERY 
WELL DONE.

ANGLE through THE SALINE. MARIEL’S EYE 
pulled out.

PERI BURTON WITHOUT AND EYE, REACTS. 

AELITA: I THINK YOU’VE EARNED YOURSELF 
A LITTLE SHUT EYE...

PERI BURTON’S POV OF mariel’s EYE BEING 
LOWERED.

AELITA: (CONT) ...SO TO SPEAK...

RACK OUT OF FOCUS. 

AELITA: ...DON’T YOU?

Dissolve to...

Int taxi- moving - night

PERI BURTON’S POV OF DISTORTED LIGHTS.

Int. Taxi — The new eye flutters open.



Peri burton reaches to probe at it. aelita gently nudges its hand away.

Aelita: best not. Doctors orders.

Aelita: you’re going to be a love, and 
open some doors for me.

Taxi races past us.
Comes down an empty avenue.

Peri burton: what are we doing?



Aelita: press your eye to it... or 
rather dear mariel’s.

Tilt down from large building and slide 
right as taxi arrives at a service entrance.

SCANNER POV OF THE MARIEL EYE.
Tighter: he brings left eye up to the 
scanner.

Push in along side of building as Aelita and 
peri burton exit cab.

In reflection of service elevator we see 
taxi pull away.  Aelita and peri burton 
approach.

Peri burton leans in.



Iris scanned. ECu iris scanned.

Pregnant pause— did it work?

Ka-chunk!

They step inside service elevator. It begins 
to lower.

Underground. Slow pull out. Freight door 
opens and they stop out.

Track down corridor. Aelita step into shot 
and gain ahead.

Step into 
elevator.

Doors shut.

Elevator doors open (view from inside 
elevator.)



Blackness Elevator drops away from camera.

Boom up inside elevator as we see shaft 
walls pass by.

Over burton through glass wall to 
elevator shaft….

Which gives way to first floor (fields) On burton reacting.

Burton reflected in glass— beyond massive 
underground field.

Shaft fills our view as they descend to the 
next floor…



Shaft gives way to underwater floor with 
fish and whales.

Passing whale reflected in glass through 
which we see burton.

On aelita, enjoying this. BG turns back to 
shaft.

View of shaft…

Giving way to third floor…
Tanks.

Tanks reflected in glass.

Rack focus to burton as they pass by. BURTON PERIPHERAL:
What is this place?



AELITA:
“Infinity in the palm of your 
hand...eternity in an hour.”

Burton looks to her.

Ext. elevator doors. They open revealing Aelita and burton.

Pull back as she leads him through a 
corridor.

Follow them as they walk down the long 
corridor.

They gain away from us so we can apprehend 
the scale of the corridor.

High angle as they arrive at a door.



Push in to another scanner. In  
another door.

AELITA
It’s a great gift I’m giving you.

Aelita: I hope you’re worthy of it. POV of security scanner — burton leans in.

Offer’s Mariel’s eye.
Opposite side of the door.

It unlocks and pivots open. Burton steps into cu… reacts to…



Wall of water… they walk towards it. 
Slide right.

Boom up as they approach.

Push in as the curtain of water parts for 
them.

They enter the interior. Slide left.

Aelita lands in Cu.
Circle the computer.

AELITA: Are you ready?

BURTON PERIPHERAL: For what?

AELITA
To lay claim to your destiny.

Push into the scanner.



Aelita: your eye. Presents Mariel’s eye.

Aelita: The other one. Places his right eye to the scanner.

Ecu eye and scanner.
Burton Pov: He sees burst of light.

On flynne in trailer reacting.
Circle burton and aelita as she presses his 
eye to the scanner.

Aelita: master it!



Circle them as the curtain of water pulses 
or reacts in some fashion to what aelita is 
doing.

Pull back down the hall…

Then pan to the opposite end and push in… As the elevator door opens— a figure 
visible.

Track the figure as he heads down the 
corridor. Aelita turns and sees the approaching figure 

(OC).

Follow feet approaching.

Aelita: stop him.

Aelita: now. He’s here to kill us.



Burton goes to intercept the man. Aelita steps into the shot.

Counter burton as he runs toward the 
hallway entrance.

Reveal Daniel’s face… and lead him as he 
prepares to meet burton.

Leading burton.
Following burton.

High angle as they exchange blows. Daniel clocks burton.



Burton lands on his knees. Daniel pulls his hand out form under him.

Burton on the ground Daniel zip ties foot to hand.

Aelita appears in the corridor.
DANIEL
Aelita West.



Daniel POv: Id-ing Aelita.
ECU Daniel’s eye with this graphic.

Daniel: Grains and Legumes.

Over aelita to Daniel (knife in hand).
Daniel pulls out the sonic punch.

Cu sonic punch. Aelita makes to throw the knife

But gets ‘punched’, sending her backwards.
On Daniel with the punch

DANIEL (cont'd)
Have you encountered one of these 
before?



Daniel: Clever little device. ..

Daniel: know where the brain is, though. 
And guess what happens then? Names, 
Ms. West. Who’s helping you?

AELITA: No one. I swear.

Daniel walks up to her and we push in

Daniel: Delivers a sort of sonic punch. 
Right down into the organs.

Daniel: Never felt it myself, but from 
what I’ve observed? It’s rather 
effective.

DANIEL (cont'd)
Who else is involved?

Aelita: fuck off.

Presses the punch to her abdomen.

Daniel: is This the liver here?

Thump!

DANIEL (cont'd)
Or the spleen?

On burton seeing this… struggling.

Daniel (os): I really should 
brush up on my anatomy.



Burton in agony As he ‘de-gloves’ himself.

On burton’s back as he frees himself. Turns onto his back and holds up his de-
gloved hand.

Over burton to reveal his hands artificial 
workings

CU on burton reacting.

Then turns as he sees…
Punch held to Aelita’s head.

Aelita: run!



Burton gets on his feet. Daniel fires a ‘punch’.

…sending burton back (towards the 
elevator).

DANIEL
Easy Ice, eh? Brilliant. What’s 
your real name, lad?

Daniel leads us to burton.

DANIEL: Once we’ve cut this bloody 
thing’s head off, we’ll easily trace 
your connection.

Push in to 50/50.

Daniel: So why draw it out? Who 
are you?

Daniel brings punch to burton’s head.

Daniel: where are you?

Over Daniel to burton as he fires…



…but burton ducks out of the way. …and tackles Daniel.

Reverse: pull back as Daniel falls 
backwards…

And they summersault over each other.

With Daniel landing on top. He starts to 
employ they sonic punch like brass 
knuckles.

Back with Aelita, recovered.

She rises and … … runs past the men.



Calls the elevator. Daniel raises the punch.

Burton pulls his hand toward the floor The ‘punch’ sends Daniel flying into the 
wall.

He lands Back with aelita as the elevator doors open

And she steps into the carriage. Burton sees this.



On aelita, watching as… Daniel grabs burton…

Pushes him into the wall. The elevator doors shut.

Just as Daniel raises the punch under 
burton’s chin

And fires.



Int burton’s trailer 

Camera attached to flynne. 
She rips off the headset.

She jumps up and staggers to the trailer’s 
open doorway.

Pokes her hear out of the door. She drops to her knees and vomits into the 
dirt. 

Burton is concerned.

Burton: what happened? Flynne RISES INTO SHOT— waitS for the 
nausea to pass. wipes her mouth. 

Flynne: i’m done.

Burton: but what -

Flynne is in motion.

Ext burton’s trailer - FLYNNE HEADS BACK TO 
HOUSE, BURTUS STEPS OUT OF TRAILER. 

Flynne: never again. Hear me?
 
Burton: flynne -



Flynne parks bike by tree.

Angle from porch. Push in as flynne rides 
past on bike.

Flynne dismounts moves onto the lawn.

Slide left.

Reverse. Reveal billy Ann and jasper’s 
house.

Slide right.

Over flynne to billy Ann washing dishes in 
window.

Flynne smiles steps forward… then stops 
as…

Jasper comes up behind billy Ann. Nuzzles 
her.

Flynne dejected.



She retreats (out of focus). Flynne gathers her bike and exits.

On billy Ann and jasper, oblivious. Slide into tree and blackness.

Int wilf’s apartment - bedroom - 
future london

Slide out of black.

Wilf lies in bed. THE SOUND OF Ringing and A 
Light pulse in sync.

slide along bed, ringing and light pulses 
continue. 

WILF IS Face down.

Deeply asleep. RINGING AND Pulses growing 
steadily LOUDER AND brighter.



WILF ROLLS OVER... EXHAUSTED AND HUNGOVER. ECU on wilf’s eye.

ecu on left eyeball to reveal an IMAGE. wilf’s pov, though his implanted phone. A 
Flashing Sigal, with wilf’s ceiling in the 
background.

HE TAPS HIS FNGER AND THUMB. Close up.

caller’s pov. Caller - lev zubov. 

Lev: good god, man. You look like 
hell.



Gentle dialogue move in. 

Wilf: the hour might have something to 
do with that, lev.

Lev: which should give you a sense 
of urgency at play.

Wilf still struggling to rouse himself. 

Wilf: what’s going on? 

LevL: (os) I’ll tell you when you get here.

Wilf flick his hand and the time appears in 
HIS PALM - 5:04am.

Wilf: it’s five in the fucking morning. 
I’m not going anywhere. 

Lev: it’s aelita.

Wilf: aelita? What about her?

 Lev: best to speak in person. I’ve sent 
a car. It’s waiting downstairs.

Then he’s gone.



Computerised voice: you have... one new message. 

Slow push in to wilf. 

Aelita’s voice: call me back. I’m in trouble.

Wilf sits up. Slow push in. He taps his finger 
and thumb yet again. A single ring. 

Computerised voice: I’m sorry. The 
individual you are attempting to 
contact...

Aelita’s voice: aelita west...

Computerised voice: is no longer 
enrolled on the network.

A chime, and the line goes dead.

Wilf sits there, looking puzzled - and 
unnerved. 

Slide off wilf.

Slide off black to flynne’s bedroom Flynne is in her bed.



A figure steps into FG...

Billy ann: (os) flynne harlene 
fisher...!

Flynne opens her eyes to find billy ann in 
the doorway.

Billy ann: I’ve been waiting out in 
jasper’s truck, thinking you were tied 
up tending to your mama.

Billy ann: (cont) finally decided I 
oughta come in and lend a hand... and 
look what I find! Shake a leg, 
princess!

She brusquely enter the room, moves to the 
window, yanks open the curtains.

Letting in a slap of light. Flynne shuts her 
eyes...

... burrows more deeply into the covers.

Flynne: I’m calling in sick.

Billy ann turns, concerned.



Billy ann: what’s wrong? 

FLynne: everything.

Billy Ann: know what deja Vu means? If 
you translate it? Like, literally?

Flynne is silent. So billy ann answers for 
her.

Billy ann: “already seen”.

BILLY ANN: (CONT) SO COME ON. GET SOME 
CLOTHES ON - 

Billy ann gets up and crosses to bureAU... THEN 
FREEZES, staring into the bureau’s top draw.

She reaches in...

... pulls out the tommy figurine, holds it up.

BILLY ANN: (CONT) YOU DIDN’T.

FLYNNE THROWS BACK THE COVERS, LEAPS FROM 
THE BED. 

FLYNNE: GIVE IT.

BILLY ANN: OH, FLYNNE. YOU DIRTY GIRL!



SUDDENLY FLYNNE IS IN A FRENZY... SHE WRESTLES THE FIGURINE FROM biLLY ANN’S 
GRASP, THROWS IT.

... PIECES LAND ON THE FLOOR.
BILLY ANN: (CONT) THINK I MIGHT HAVE MISSED AN 
EPISODE OR TWO HERE. MIND CATCHING ME UP? 

FlYYNE: JASPER’S WAITING FOR YOU. 
BILLY ANN: AND HE’LL KEEP ON IT TOO..

FLYNNE WAVES THE IDEA ASIDE, WITH AN AIR OF 
DISGUST. 

FLYNNE: THAT’S JUST SO MUCH STUPIDITY.

BILLY ANN: WHAT’S SO STUPID ABOUT IT? FLYYNE: IT’S NOTHING BUT A 7TH GRADE 
CRUSH I’VE NEVER HAD THE GOOD SENSE 
TO GIVE UP ON.

BILLY ANN: THIS IS ABOUT TOMMY?



To find Koids gathering evidence on the RI 95th 
subfloor. 

Daniel (OC) the technicals say it will take o some 
time to sort out what specific files were 
compromised.

Boom down from blackness…

Daniel and cherise enter in FG 

Daniel: All we know for the moment is that 
the breach was significant.

Daniel: We’ve traced the operator. His 
location and temporality complicates the 
situation of course. But we’ve taken the 
necessary steps to eliminate the threat.

CHERISE
Those being?

DANIEL
We’ve put up a posting on something 
called the Dark Web. It’s a——

CHERISE
I know what it is. Has the offer 
been accepted?

CHERISE
By a reliable party?

DANIEL
Almost immediately.



DANIEL: Ex-military. Elite unit. And we’re 
providing some assistance on the 
technical side.

CHERISE: It’s not just him we need dead. 
It’s anyone even remotely 
associated with him

Daniel: the posting was quite explicit in this 
regard, ma’am. Scorched earth.

Cherise: What’s your title here? Daniel: Head of security.

Cherise: you have disappointed me, Daniel. I 
hope you know that.

Daniel: yes doctor. I’m very—



Slow mo coffee pouring.

Rise from darkness out of bushes to 
discover…

Gas station in Tennessee

Push in to patrolman pouring coffee inside 
auto serve station.

Sound of suvs draws his attention. He peers out…

To see slick SUV’s arrive. Push in.



Trooper pov through window. Several SUVs 
fuel up. Man in tactical gear.

Slow push in on trooper watching. Tighter POV - Murph climbs into the lead SUV 
with others.

Lead suv pulls out. Boom down 2nd suv departs.

...revealing patrolman stepping out. Patrolman makes a decision.

Closer. gentle push in.



Police cruiser enters shot

View through windshield. On trooper following.

Trooper pov - following SUV’s turn corner.

the suvs have disappeared.

The Trooper stares in shock.

Trooper slows his Cruiser slows, pulls 
over.

Pull back along road.



Slide left - as trooper looks around 
confused.

The trooper Closes door. Then, the Sound of 
another car door slamming.

Slide right as he turns to reveal 
mercenary 

YOung man: Step into the road please

Trooper: why?

Young man: cause I’m gonna shoot if you don’t.

Adjust as trooper steps into the road.

Trooper: What in God’s name are you up 
to?

Young man: heading to Clanton, 
Virginia. Got another four hours 
driving or so, if we mind the speed 
limit.

Cruiser comes to a stop. Trooper gets out.



Trooper: and what’s in clanton?

YOung man: Employment opportunity ...But a 
state trooper with a bullet in him might 
complicate the situation.

Trooper: well, glad to hear we got 
the same goal at least. Cause I’d 
really rather not end up dead out 
here.

Young man: didn’t say nothing about 
you not ending up dead.

We hear a suv approaching.
The trooper peers up the road - there’s 
nothing in sight.

The sound is getting louder. Trooper confused.

Trooper pov - maybe see a glint of 
something

Trooper tries to get off the road...



He’s too late - Hit by invisible suv.

Trooper 
flips over 
invisible 
hood and 
lands no 
the 
ground.

Slide left - empty road. We hear suv break. Then see the suV decloak.

Young Man walks over, crouches 
beside the trooper’s broken body. 
Stares down at him.

Young man: hit and run, the other hand? 
That’s not gonna set off so many 
alarms.

The other suv reappears - decloaked. Merc 
gets in.

SUVs drive away. 
Gentle push in to dead trooper.



EXT FOREVER FAB. Water splashes on 
window.

Squeegee wipes frame

Rack to Flynne’s reflection in the glass. Wide to reveal Flynne cleaning the front 
window of forever fab.

Slow push in.

HER PHONE RINGS. CALLER ID READS: MILAGROS COLDRION.

FLYNNE TAPS THE SCREEN TO ANSWER.

slow boom up

Flynne: how’d you get this number?

Wilf: ms. Fisher? 

Flynne: asked a question.

Wilf: finding your number has honestly been the 
least challenging of my - 

Flynne: well, don’t call it again.
 
Wilf: you’re in grave danger. It’s crucial you Listen 
to me.



Flynne hangs up and quickly blocks the 
number.

Flynne turns back to the task at hand.

...she starts to squeegee the soapy water. Push in toward the window as Flynne 
continues to work.

CLOSER CONTINUING TO PUSH IN. THE 
squeegee wipes frame, REVEALING..

A STICKER ON THE WINDOW— “Proud member, 
Clanton, va chamber of commerce”




